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Abstract
Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) builds upon established models of human memory that include the subsystems of sensory, working
and long-term memory. Working memory (WM) can only process a limited number of information elements at any given time. This
constraint creates a ‘‘bottleneck’’ for learning. CLT identifies three types of cognitive load that impact WM: intrinsic load (associated
with performing essential aspects of the task), extraneous load (associated with non-essential aspects of the task) and germane
load (associated with the deliberate use of cognitive strategies that facilitate learning). When the cognitive load associated with a
task exceeds the learner’s WM capacity, performance and learning is impaired. To facilitate learning, CLT researchers have
developed instructional techniques that decrease extraneous load (e.g. worked examples), titrate intrinsic load to the
developmental stage of the learner (e.g. simplify task without decontextualizing) and ensure that unused WM capacity is dedicated
to germane load, i.e. cognitive learning strategies. A number of instructional techniques have been empirically tested. As learners’
progress, curricula must also attend to the expertise-reversal effect. Instructional techniques that facilitate learning among early
learners may not help and may even interfere with learning among more advanced learners. CLT has particular relevance to
medical education because many of the professional activities to be learned require the simultaneous integration of multiple and
varied sets of knowledge, skills and behaviors at a specific time and place. These activities possess high ‘‘element interactivity’’ and
therefore impose a cognitive load that may surpass the WM capacity of the learner. Applications to various medical education
settings (classroom, workplace and self-directed learning) are explored.

Introduction
Successful learning requires the interplay of multiple processes, including those in the cognitive, affective (i.e. motivation and emotion), social (i.e. interaction with and experience
of others), environmental (i.e. location or setting) and metacognitive (i.e. thinking about one’s thinking) domains. Given
the complexity of learning, it is not surprising that many,
sometimes competing and often overlapping theories of
learning have been put forward. Schunk (2012) recently
categorized learning theories into neuroscience, behaviorism,
social cognition, information processing, constructivism, cognitive learning, motivation, self-regulation and development
(Schunk 2012). With the plethora of theories arising from
disparate academic disciplines, the vocabulary can be obtuse
and the arguments intense.
The debates around learning theories can be reminiscent of
the story of the elephant and the six blind men (Mallisena et al.
1933). The six blind men were asked to determine what an
elephant looked like by feeling different parts of the elephant’s
body. They of course came to very different conclusions. The
blind man who feels a leg says the elephant is like a pillar; the
one who feels the tail says the elephant is like a rope; the one
who feels the trunk says the elephant is like a tree branch; the
one who feels the ear says the elephant is like a hand-held fan;
the one who feels the belly says the elephant is like a wall; and

the one who feels the tusk says the elephant is like a solid
pipe. Resolution to the conflict only occurs when an
‘‘enlightened one’’ points out that each is describing one part
of the whole. Similarly, in medical education, we have multiple
theories. Each captures a ‘‘part of the whole’’. However, no
‘‘enlightened one’’ or unifying theory of learning has (yet)
emerged. Therefore, educators must select from amongst these
theories and then adapt and apply them as appropriate.
Cognitive Load Theory (CLT), first described by John
Sweller in 1988 (Sweller 1988), represents an important
cognitive learning theory, which is receiving increasing
recognition in medical education. CLT integrates three key
components of the cognitive architecture: memory systems
(sensory, working and long-term memory; LTM), learning
processes and types of cognitive load imposed on working
memory (WM). CLT has particular relevance to medical
education because the tasks and professional activities to be
learned require the simultaneous integration of multiple and
varied sets of knowledge, skills and behaviors at a specific time
and place. These tasks may overload the learner. CLT helps us
understand how and why learners in the health professions
struggle with mastering the complex concepts and developing
toward expertise. CLT has also generated new instructional
approaches that hold promise (van Merriënboer & Kirschner
2013). This guide will help medical educators understand CLT
and how it can be used to optimize learning. We will
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Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) builds upon an established model of human memory that includes the
subsystems of sensory, working and long-term
memory.
Working memory (WM) can only process seven
elements of information at any given time. This
constraint creates a ‘‘bottleneck’’ for learning.
CLT delineates three types of cognitive load that
impact WM: intrinsic (essential to the task), extraneous
(not essential to the task) and germane (load imposed
by the learner’s deliberate use of cognitive strategies to
facilitate learning, i.e. schemata construction).
When the cognitive load associated with a task
exceeds the learner’s WM capacity, performance and
learning is impaired.
CLT has particular relevance to medical education
because the tasks are complex and may impose a
cognitive load that surpasses the WM capacity of the
learner.
To facilitate learning, CLT focuses on instructional
techniques that decrease extraneous load (e.g. worked
examples), titrate intrinsic load to the developmental
stage of the learner (e.g. simplify task without
decontextualizing) and ensure that unused WM capacity is dedicated to germane load, i.e. cognitive
strategies that facilitate learning.
CLT is also consistent with an approach to curricular
design called 4C/ID, which includes several important
elements: authentic learning tasks, supportive information that is adapted to the expertise of the learner,
feedback and opportunities for part-task practice as
necessary.

map to enable retrieval when the information is needed in the
future.
Unlike sensory memory and LTM, WM is not infinite. In a
famous 1956 article, Miller postulated that the WM cannot
process more than about seven independent units at a time
(Miller 1956), an assertion that subsequent research has
confirmed. The arrows in Figure 1 show the flow of
information.

Sensory memory
Learning progresses through distinctive pathways of the
human memory system (Issa et al. 2011). This process starts
with the sensory memory system. CLT is based on the dual
channel principle—the notion that learners have separate
channels for perceiving and processing auditory and visual
information (Paivio 1986). In medical education, the majority
of sensory information comes in the form of sounds (e.g.
spoken words) and images (e.g. printed words and pictures),
though touch and smell are also important. Printed words and
pictures (e.g. graphs and facial expression of a patient) are
perceived by the eyes and briefly held in the visual sensory
memory system (also called iconic memory). Spoken words
and other sounds (e.g. heartbeat and the patient’s answer to a
question) are perceived by the ears and briefly held in the
auditory sensory memory system (echoic memory). The
sensory memory system has enormous capacity—the visual
and auditory systems perceive a vast amount of incoming
information but can hold any given piece of information for
only a very brief period of time (from less than 0.25 to 2
seconds) (Mayer 2010). Most of the perceived information
does not reach conscious awareness. But when a learner
attends to information in sensory memory, such as the words
of an attending clinician describing the pathophysiology of
congestive heart failure, the information moves to WM.

Working memory
summarize CLT and the cognitive architecture it assumes and
then explore how CLT informs instructional technique and
curriculum design in medical education.

CLT and the human memory
system
CLT is about memory and builds upon a pre-existing model of
human memory developed by Atkinson and Shiffrin in the
1960s (Atkinson & Shiffrin 1968). Figure 1 depicts how the
three components of memory proposed by the Atkinson and
Shiffrin model relate to each other. In short, information enters
the mind through the sensory memory system. This sub-system
can simultaneously process huge amounts of visual and
auditory information, but retains the information only for a
very short period of time (milliseconds). Information raised to
awareness enters the domain of WM. WM (re-)organizes the
information so that it may be efficiently stored as packages in
LTM. The LTM has theoretically limitless capacity in terms of
duration and volume, but a route map is required to find the
information. The WM encodes the information with this route
2

A learner must have intact capacity for attention in order to
‘‘screen out’’ irrelevant stimuli (e.g. the bird chirping outside or
a peer rustling through his backpack during a lecture) and
‘‘screen in’’ the relevant words and images (e.g. the patient’s
history or rash) from the sensory memory system for processing in the WM (Mayer 2010). As said, a learner’s WM can hold
no more than seven (2) information elements at a time
(Miller 1956) and can actively process (i.e. organize, compare
and contrast) no more than two to four elements at any given
moment (Kirschner et al. 2006). In addition, WM can only hold
an information element for a few seconds with almost all
information lost after 30 seconds unless it is actively refreshed
by rehearsal (e.g. repeating to oneself an important laboratory
value or phone number that one has verbally received until
one is able to write it down). The limited capacity of WM has a
profound impact on the rate of learning. Many learning tasks,
especially complex clinical activities, entail more than seven
units of information. For the learner to work within these
constraints, all of the information elements must be combined
and organized into a few meaningful units, also called
‘‘chunks’’. Information processing in WM refers to mentally
rearranging the words and images into a coherent cognitive

Cognitive Load Theory
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Figure 1. Aktinson–Shriffin three-stage model of human memory.

representation (or schema) and connecting this with relevant
prior knowledge activated from LTM. This occurs, for example,
when we construct the schema of chicken noodle soup after
observing a bowl filled with a steaming yellow liquid with
noodles and small bits of white meat or when the student
examines the tracings of an ECG (visual images) and identifies
normal sinus rhythm with ST elevation (a cognitive representation). In each case, multiple pieces of information are rearranged into one representation, which can then be activated
in the WM as one single element.
Dual-channel theory places an additional constraint on
WM—the auditory and visual channels for processing sensory
information in the WM are partly independent of one another
(Mousavi et al. 1995). This means that each channel has a
predetermined limited capacity to process incoming information, i.e. one channel may be saturated while the other is not.
It also means that limited WM capacity can be expanded
by utilizing both channels rather than only one (Sweller et al.
1998). For example, the words in an online module that also
includes multiple diagrams can be spoken rather than printed
(e.g. on a slide) in order to offload information from the visual
channel onto the auditory channel.
These limitations in WM capacity and duration are particularly evident when the information is novel to the learner—the
absence of pre-existing ‘‘chunks’’ in LTM with which to
organize the information means the learner’s WM can easily be
overwhelmed. In assessing a patient with angina, the new
student’s WM will be fully taxed simply by processing the
different possible permutations or interactions of the patient’s
key symptoms: sub-sternal chest pain with shortness of breath
and nausea that radiates to the left shoulder/arm and only
occurs with exertion in the absence of fever or cough. A more
experienced student will recognize the pattern and be able to
‘‘chunk’’ all of this information into the schema of ‘‘angina’’—a
single element in WM rather than seven individual symptoms.

Long-term memory
Unlike WM, LTM is theoretically limitless in its capacity to store
information. LTM holds cognitive schemata that vary in their
degree of complexity and automation (van Merriënboer &
Sweller 2005, 2010). Schemata are domain-specific knowledge
structures. A schema organizes multiple elements of information according to how those elements relate to each other

and/or will be used. Illness scripts represent a type of
schemata (Bowen 2006; Boshuizen & Schmidt 1992); for
example, the illness script for a major depressive episode
organizes the various symptoms and signs into one construct.
This reduces the number of individual information elements
from nine or more (symptoms and signs) to one schema or
chunk and helps the learner differentiate a major depressive
episode from similar illnesses such as dysthymia. Thus,
schemata organize knowledge in LTM and substantially
reduce WM load because even a highly complex schema
can be retrieved and processed as one information element in
WM.
The analogy of a computer illustrates this concept. The
computer’s hard drive or its cloud-based server functions as
LTM—it can store vast amounts of information. The amount of
information that a computer can process at any given time is,
however, determined by its random access memory—like WM
in human memory. A computer’s random access memory has
much less capacity than its hard drive. If a computer was
designed to mimic human memory, the computer’s random
access memory (WM) would be limited such that only seven
documents could be open at once. When you opened an
eighth document, one of the seven previously open documents would close. Each document stored on the hard drive or
in the ‘‘cloud’’ is a schema—the quality and quantity of the
information contained within each document varies. Some
documents contain a large amount of information in a highly
organized and precise format while others contain little
information or information that lacks structure.
Figure 2 illustrates how WM manages three elements of
information simultaneously while working to combine them
into one chunk of information (bounded by the red circle),
which is a schema or, in the setting of medical education, a
special type of schema called an illness script. Meanwhile, the
figure makes clear that two separate elements in LTM have
been activated to link to the new piece of information. Each of
these two has been composed in the past of several separate
elements of information and stored in LTM.

Implications for expertise
Expertise does not come from a superior ability to analyze
multiple pieces of novel information, from general problemsolving skills or from better WM. Rather, expertise is an
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(3) Germane load—load imposed by the learner’s deliberate
use of cognitive strategies to reorganize information to
make it suitable for storage in LTM, i.e. to learn.
CLT has used this understanding of WM to test and develop
instructional techniques that optimize cognitive load, and,
thereby, facilitate learning. CLT has also been further developed to support the understanding of complex learning, i.e.
where the actual doing of authentic, ‘‘real world’’ activities is
used to drive the simultaneous development of skills, knowledge and attitudes (van Merriënboer & Sweller 2005; van
Merriënboer & Kirschner 2013). More recently, CLT has been
used as an explanation of performance (as opposed to
learning) (La Rochelle et al. 2011).
Figure 2. Chunking: Working memory creates a chunk of
information by retrieving information elements from long-term
memory that are chunks in themselves.

adaptation. It stems from the ability to efficiently recognize
patterns or states by comparing what is perceived against the
person’s extensive domain knowledge that is stored in wellorganized schemata in LTM (Norman et al. 1985). Expertise is
critically dependent on LTM. Research on chess players
published by De Groot in the 1960s helped to uncover this
relationship. Chess masters and weekend players demonstrate
comparable general problem-solving skills. When shown a
board configuration for five seconds from a real game and then
asked to reproduce that configuration on a new board, chess
masters were able to reproduce the board with 70% accuracy
compared with 30% accuracy for amateur players. Yet, when
random board configurations were used, both groups performed equally poorly. Masters were only superior on configurations taken from real games (Chase & Simon 1973; Sweller
& van Merrienboer 2013). These results have been replicated
in a variety of other areas, including baseball (Chiesi et al.
1979), electronics (Egan & Schwartz 1979) and algebra
(Sweller & Cooper 1985). It can take years and thousands of
hours of practice to obtain the knowledge associated with high
levels of problem-solving skills (Ericsson & Charness 1994). To
use the computer analogy from above, the seven documents
that experts are able to open in WM have much more
information that is of higher quality and better organized than
non-experts.

Cognitive load and CLT
Although schemata are stored in LTM, their construction and
refinement occurs in WM. CLT was initially developed by John
Sweller in the 1980s (Sweller 1988). As described above, CLT
starts with the premise that each learner has limited WM. This
premise has important implications for instructional design.
Because learning requires the processing of information in
WM, learning suffers when the cognitive load of the task
exceeds the WM capacity of the trainee. Therefore, CLT
prioritizes optimizing information processing in WM. CLT
identifies three types of cognitive load:
(1) Intrinsic load—load associated with the task.
(2) Extraneous load—load not essential to the task.
4

Intrinsic cognitive load
The intrinsic load of a task depends on several factors: the
proficiency of the individual, the number of information
elements and the extent to which the elements associated with
the task interact with each other (referred to as element
interactivity). Intrinsic load increases with the number of
information elements—learning the diagnostic criterion for
four diseases requires more WM than two. Intrinsic load also
increases as the information elements become less isolated or
independent of one another, i.e. interact more with each other.
As the number of items in WM increases linearly, the number
of possible interactions (i.e. combinations) increases exponentially. This makes trial and error (or random) testing of
possible combinations effectively impossible when there is a
high degree of interactivity. An example from Anatomy and
Physiology can illustrate this. Learning the anatomy of the
heart, including the four chambers, the septum, the valves,
etc., has relatively low element interactivity, i.e. the names of
structures do not change due to interactions between the parts.
In contrast, learning about cardiac output has much higher
element interactivity—preload, afterload and contractility
(three information elements) interact to determine stroke
volume (another information element), which in turn interacts
with heart rate (yet another element) to determine cardiac
output. A change in one factor (such as preload) will influence
other factors (such as stroke volume). The higher degree of
interactivity increases the intrinsic load.
The intrinsic load imposed by element interactivity can be
modulated by the learner’s expertise (i.e. the availability and
automaticity of their schemata). When a more advanced
learner already possesses a schema that incorporates some or
all of the interacting elements into a single element (e.g. the
construct of stroke volume, which then entails the three
elements of preload, afterload and contractility), the intrinsic
load of that learning task is reduced. Therefore, intrinsic load
generated by a task cannot be altered by instructional
interventions without either simplifying the task to be learned
or first enhancing the expertise of the learners by providing
preparatory training prior to the task.

Extraneous cognitive load
Extraneous load refers to the load imposed upon the trainee’s
WM but not necessary for learning the task at hand, i.e. for
schemata construction or automation. CLT emphasizes how
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Cognitive Load Theory

instructional techniques can inadvertently impose extraneous
load by, for example, providing insufficient guidance and
thereby forcing learners to employ weak problem-solving
methods such as trial and error or to search for information
needed to complete the task. Similarly, when information
necessary for learning is distributed in space (e.g. requiring
multiple textbooks or with the physical separation of the
written text from the accompanying pictures) or time (e.g.
across different lectures), scarce WM resources are used to
search for the information and bring it together. A teacher
provides visual overload when he shows full text slides but
allows too little time for the learners to read them; if, in
addition, he gives simultaneous verbal information that does
not align with the (visual) slides, distracting (extraneous)
cognitive load is introduced that will impair both channels of
information. Extraneous load arises when information that is
too much for either the visual or auditory channel alone is
presented via one modality (e.g. only visual or auditory) rather
than being distributed appropriately between two (e.g. visual
diagram and auditory (spoken words) or when the information in both channels does not align. Finally, distractions not
related to the task (e.g. the intern’s pager beeping during a
lumbar puncture or a colleague interrupting during a handover) impose extraneous load.
Importantly, intrinsic and extraneous load are additive.
Extraneous load interferes with learning if the intrinsic load for
the task is high for that particular learner. If the task-associated
intrinsic load is low, then the extraneous load may not harm
learning as long as the total load remains within the learner’s
WM limitations (Carlson et al. 2003).

Germane cognitive load
Germane load refers to the load imposed by the mental
processes necessary for learning (such as schemata formation
and automation) to occur. There is some debate as to whether
germane load constitutes its own category or is best understood as a constituent of intrinsic load. We conceptualize
germane load as representing the effort associated with
learning that is separate and in addition to the effort associated
with holding the relevant interacting elements in WM, i.e. the
intrinsic load of performing the task. Put simply, germane load
can be viewed as the learner’s level of concentration devoted
to learning (as opposed to performing the task). Germane load
is regulated by the individual. When the extraneous and/or
intrinsic load are too high and approach or exceed the
learner’s WM limits, there will be insufficient WM resources
available for the germane load necessary for learning (e.g.
combining the new information elements with already existing
schemata in LTM).
Figure 3 shows how a novice and advanced trainee will
experience the same task differently with respect to cognitive
load. In all three scenarios, extraneous load is the same. For
the novice (Figure 3A), the task is complex and requires more
effort merely to execute. The intrinsic load caused by the task
is high for this learner, who’s WM will become easily
overwhelmed, leaving no WM resources for learning (germane load) and, in this case, insufficient WM for the task itself.
Figure 3(B) illustrates the principal difference between

(A) Cognitive load of an early learner performing the task
Extraneous

Intrinsic

(B) Cognitive load of an advanced learner performing the
task with no intention to learn
Extraneous

Intrinsic

(C) Cognitive load of an advanced learner performing the
task and learning

Extraneous

Intrinsic

Germane

Figure 3. The composition of cognitive load in early and
advanced learners performing a similar task.

the novice and advanced trainee. Because of the advanced
trainee capacity to retrieve already developed schemata
from LTM, performing the task is not complex and requires
little concentration. It imposes much less intrinsic load.
Clearly, there is no intention to learn. This happens when
intermediates do not show deliberate practice or intention to
further improve their ability, but just act routinely.
Theoretically, however, there is unused WM space that
can be allocated to learning (germane load) as is shown in
Figure 3(C).

Measuring cognitive load
As a result of organizing knowledge elements into a cognitive
schema which can then be treated as one element in WM, an
identical task may surpass the WM capacity in one learner but
not in a more skilled other learner. It is therefore important to
account for the interaction between the cognitive load
imposed by a given task and the learner’s level of competence
and the quality of her schemata at that time. The concept of
‘‘mental effort’’ does this by representing the proportion of a
learner’s WM capacity that is allocated to a given task. Mental
effort varies directly with cognitive load and inversely with
freely available cognitive capacity. A number of measurement
techniques have been tested, including learner self-rating of
effort (during the task) or difficulty (after the task), response
time to a secondary task presented during the task, performance (e.g. number of errors per task) and psychophysiological
measures (e.g. heart rate variability or electrical skin conductance; van Merriënboer & Sweller 2005; DeLeeuw & Mayer
2008). Learner self-rating has been the most commonly used
strategy because it is inexpensive and has established validity
(Paas et al. 2003). Moreover, self-rating instruments have
recently been developed that aim to measure not only overall
cognitive load but also intrinsic (e.g. rate the complexity of the
topic covered in the activity), extraneous (e.g. rate the clarity
of the instruction for the activity) and germane (e.g. rate how
much the activity enhanced your understanding of the topic)
load separately (DeLeeuw & Mayer 2008; Leppink et al. 2013).
CLT researchers have also developed measures of the quality
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of the available schemata, a critical determinant of how
much of WM’s resources will be allocated for a given task
(Kalyuga 2009).
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CLT and the learning processes
CLT is applicable to all activities in life that involve executing
tasks, but has been mostly studied in the setting of education.
As already discussed, CLT focuses on the management of WM
during learning. The two major learning processes are
schemata construction and automation. Learners construct
schemata (also referred to as scripts) during knowledge
acquisition and problem-solving by combining and re-combining elements together into larger and more refined chunks.
Several cognitive processes facilitate this process, including the
following: (1) activating prior knowledge; (2) comparing new
information with what they already know; and (3) elaborating
knowledge, i.e. incorporating new elements into schemata
already stored in LTM or obtaining already schematized
information from other people such as supervisors or peers
(Taylor & Hamdy 2013).
With extensive practice, a schema can become fully
automated and can act as a central processor, organizing
information and knowledge without conscious effort, and,
therefore, without burdening WM. With automation, familiar
tasks are performed accurately and fluidly, whereas unfamiliar
tasks—that require a combination of automated and nonautomated processes—can be learned with maximum efficiency because WM is fully available (Sweller et al. 1998).
Without schemata automation, a previously encountered task
will not be performed more efficiently the next time. In
addition, entirely new tasks may be impossible to complete
until prerequisite skills have been automated (van Merriënboer
& Sweller 2005).
Examples of full or near automation include riding a bike,
answering ‘‘what is 1 plus 1?’’, instinctively releasing the
accelerator and pressing the brake pedal when a car driver
sees the brake lights of the cars in front light up or when an
experienced clinician seamlessly performs a physical exam. An
expert violinist playing one of the major scales is another
example. By contrast, when dealing with novel information
for which no schemata-based central executive is available,
the limitations of WM become relevant. The young violinist
can only concentrate on getting the pitch right, if he or she is
no longer distracted by maintaining the right position on
the string. In both of these processes, learning requires the
ability to organize information in WM into schemata, store
those schemata in LTM and then retrieve the relevant schemata
from LTM into WM when needed. It is clear to anyone seeing
a professional violin player perform that it would be impossible for the player to consciously think of all muscle
movements and hand positions on the strings while performing a piece. For novices, each of these initially requires slow
conscious practice before automation takes place. In fact,
while automations may occur more or less ‘‘suddenly’’, it is
typically an extremely slow process (Newell et al. 1981;
Palmeri 1999).
6

Synergies with other learning
perspectives
There are, of course, numerous theories of learning. A number
of these other perspectives complement CLT and help us
develop a broader view of learning. We briefly describe the
following theories: situated cognition, self-regulation and
emotion and motivation theories. These theories argue that
familiarity with the task and the schema(ta) activated (i.e.
chunking) are critical elements of cognitive load but do not
provide a complete view of cognitive load in a given situation.
Situated cognition argues that thinking is ‘‘situated’’ or
nested in the specifics of the encounter (Brown et al. 1989).
In other words, participants other than the learner (e.g. in a
clinical setting, the patient and perhaps the nurse and/or the
attending) and the environment (e.g. ambulatory or inpatient)
influence and interact with the learner. From this perspective,
the physician’s cognitive reserve (load) is influenced by these
participant and encounter factors. The greater the number of
elements and their interactivity, the greater the expected
impact on cognitive load.
Similar to situated cognition, self-regulation argues for an
emergent result (outcome) based on a variety of interactive
elements (Cleary & Zimmerman 2001). Self-regulation divides
performance into three phases: forethought (before), performance (during) and reflection (after) phases. As such, cognitive
load is influenced by the varying cognitive demands of these
three interactive phases. For example, one’s effort during a
task in the form of metacognitive monitoring impacts cognitive
load by increasing germane load.
Motivation and emotion have received more attention in
medical education research in recent years (Ten Cate et al.
2011). Studies outside of medicine have shown that motivation
and emotion influence learning and cognitive performance.
Theories in this field include control value theory and selfdetermination theory (Ryan & Deci 2000). For example,
activating emotions, such as enjoyment, have been associated
with deep processing, enhanced learning and performance
while negative emotions (i.e. anxiety) have been associated
with more superficial processing and can impede learning.
Thus, motivation and emotion, according to these theories,
influence one’s cognitive capacity (cognitive load) with
activating emotions potentially expanding one’s cognitive
reserve while inhibiting emotions would be expected to
reduce one’s cognitive reserve.

CLT, clinical reasoning and the
development of medical expertise
Medical expertise, as with expertise in general, can only be
developed over time. Becoming an expert requires knowledge
acquisition and experience applying that knowledge. Experts,
compared with non-experts, generate superior solutions to
problems, perceive and recognize cues that others do not
perceive, analyze problems qualitatively, show more accurate
self-monitoring, choose better problem-solving strategies,
opportunistically use available information and spend less
cognitive effort (Chi 2006). In the course of their life, experts
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have built an elaborate LTM in their professional domain, with
efficient chunks, schemata or scripts and have used these
pathways to arrive at solutions on a regular basis, which in turn
enhances their ease of retrieval (Ericsson 2006).
Expert clinical reasoning utilizes two modes of thinking: a
rapid generation of ideas that appear as recognized patterns
and a slow analytic reasoning process (Eva 2005). For routine
problems, and for very experienced experts, pattern recognition is dominant and leads to correct solutions most of the
time. Novel problems, on the other hand, require analytic
reasoning. Novices cannot adequately recognize patterns and
draw conclusions based upon them; doing this leads to
guessing. They must always use analytic reasoning. Nobel
prize winner Kahnemann has named these two modes: System
1 thinking for the rapid pattern recognition and System 2
thinking for the slow analytic reasoning (Kahneman 2011).
Other system models make this same distinction between
automatic processing, which is fast, unconscious, inflexible
and intuitive because it uses mental shortcuts (System 1), and
controlled processing, which is slow, conscious, flexible and
effortful (System 2)(Shiffrin & Schneider 1977; Kahneman
2011). Importantly, Systems 1 and 2 not only work in parallel
but also interact with each other. In particular, System 2 can be
employed to monitor the quality of the answers provided by
System 1; and if it is convinced that our intuition is wrong, then
it is capable of correcting or overriding the automatic
judgments. Novices and experts thus differ from each other
in both System 1 and 2 processing.
Van Merriënboer (2013) describes the implications of
System 1–System 2 models for training complex skills such
as clinical reasoning (van Merriënboer 1997, 2013; van
Merriënboer & Kirschner 2013). First, it is clear that practice
aimed at the development of such skills must attend to the
development of both Systems 1 and 2 processing, and that
learners must also learn to co-ordinate both types of processing. In other words, practice must aim at the development of
routine aspects of behavior as well as the development of nonroutine aspects of behavior, such as conscious reasoning (i.e.
use of domain knowledge to infer tentative problem solutions)
and conscious decision-making (i.e. use of cognitive strategies
to approach problems in a systematic fashion). For a novice
learner, those aspects that need to be developed into System 1
behaviors are called recurrent skills (van Merriënboer 1997);
they are treated as being consistent from problem situation to
problem situation. Critical to the development of recurrent
skills is repetitive practice. For example, after vast amounts of
repetitive practice, pathologists become expert microscope
users because they have developed cognitive rules that drive
particular actions under particular circumstances—their finger
movements to zoom in, zoom out, and position the slide are
directly (unconsciously) driven by System 1 regardless of
whether the slide is showing infectious, vascular, nutritional or
other injuries. Repetitive practice also yields cognitive expertise; for example, the ability to immediately distinguish normal
from abnormal tissue. In contrast, those aspects that need to be
developed into non-routine, System 2 behaviors are called
non-recurrent skills; these behaviors differ from problem
situation to problem situation. Critical to the development of
non-recurrent skills is variability of practice (Paas & Van

Merrienboer 1994), meaning that learners should practice on
problems that differ in the same dimensions as in the real
world. For example, only after seeing bipolar illness or
pneumonia in multiple settings and scenarios do physicians
become adept at modifying their diagnostic and treatment
strategies to the various (typical and atypical) presentations
of those illnesses.
Complex skills such as clinical reasoning develop over time
as a function of practice. According to traditional phase models
(Dreyfus & Dreyfus 1980), an expert would simply be
described as someone who has automated most of his or her
task performance. CLT, however, is more in line with System
models according to which experts not only differ from
novices in that they have automated many routine aspects of
tasks (i.e. superior System 1 functioning), but their deep
understanding of the domain (i.e. in rich cognitive schemata)
also allows them to recognize and interpret new problem
situations in more general terms, to monitor and to reflect on
the quality of their own performance and to detect and correct
errors (i.e. superior System 2 functioning).
The dual reasoning systems model in clinical reasoning has
recently been critiqued and the cognitive continuum theory
has been proposed as an alternative (Custers 2013). This
perspective argues that mental processing does not consist of
two distinct modes (either one or the other). Rather mental
processing occurs along a continuum, with System 1 and
System 2 representing the two poles. Furthermore, cognitive
continuum theory argues that most clinical situations require a
mode of thinking somewhere in between pure System 1
(intuitive) or System 2 (rational) thinking, i.e. a form of quasirational thinking. From an educational point of view, the task is
to prepare trainees to move between these modes effectively
and appropriately, whether these modes represent dual
systems or lie upon a continuum.
‘‘Encapsulation’’ has been proposed as the mechanism by
which schemata are automated and effective System 1 thinking
emerges (Boshuizen & Schmidt 1992; Schmidt & Boshuizen
1993). Studies on novices, intermediate learners and experts
demonstrate that biomedical knowledge is efficiently stored in
LTM, but that increasing levels of expertise are associated with
less conscious application of that knowledge. That knowledge,
however, has not been forgotten (erased) but rather
embedded within more elaborate schemata. These schemata
in clinical medicine that constitute the chunks of encapsulated
knowledge in LTM have been called ‘‘illness scripts’’. Illness
scripts include three features of a disease entity: causal factors
and etiology (called ‘‘enabling factors’’), physical disease
mechanism (‘‘fault’’) and the resulting signs, symptoms and
prognosis (‘‘consequences’’) (Feltovich & Barrows 1984;
Schmidt & Boshuizen 1993; Custers et al. 1998). When
necessary, illness scripts and the embedded biomedical
knowledge can be unpacked and the elements used separately. In terms of memory architecture, the expert deals with
familiar clinical situations stored as illness scripts in LTM as
single units in the WM, only to be de-capsulated when
something unfamiliar happens. This frees much of the WM to
enable the processing of other information.
The lesson for the teaching of clinical reasoning is that
starting with studying complete (whole-task) cases that are
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relatively simple, thus, not necessarily ‘‘authentic’’, can help
with building rough illness scripts that can be refined later.
By repeatedly analyzing cases with relatively few features,
students eventually develop the ability to intuitively recognize
groups of features that are caused by the same disease (Custers
2013). With this foundation, students may enter the clinical
environment and experience the subtle differences in cases
that enable refinement.
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CLT and instructional design
Medical education is in reality a continuum of activities that
spans undergraduate medical education, graduate medical
education and continuing medical education. CLT provides a
framework for the design and implementation of these
activities. In particular, CLT contends that we can best facilitate
learning (schemata construction and automation) by regulating
cognitive load via three strategies:
 Decrease of extraneous load (e.g. of interruptions).
 Management of intrinsic load (e.g. simplifying tasks if
necessary).
 Optimization of germane load (e.g. encouragement of the
use of cognitive strategies that facilitate schemata
construction).
In addition, CLT research has identified the expertisereversal effect—a phenomenon in which the instructional
techniques helpful to early learners (e.g. decreasing extraneous load or simplifying the task) are not helpful to experts and
can even result in worse performance (van Merriënboer &
Sweller 2010). Although many examples of the expertisereversal effect have been reported in the literature (Kalyuga
2007), the use of worked examples and conventional problems provides a good illustration. Novice learners can only
solve conventional problems through weak-method problem
solving (e.g. means-ends analysis) which, in turn, impose a
high extraneous cognitive load and do not help novice
learners to construct cognitive schemas in LTM. Thus, novice
learners learn more from studying worked examples than from
solving the equivalent problems. For more advanced learners,
worked examples become superfluous because they have
already developed useful schemas in LTM. The presentation of
worked examples may even interfere with the schemas they
have available in memory. Thus, in contrast to novice learners,
more advanced learners learn more from solving conventional
problems than from studying the equivalent worked examples.
Learning how to complete a history provides another example.
To assist early learners in medicine, mnemonic aids are often
used to facilitate recall such as ‘‘OPQRST’’ for characterizing
chest pain (onset, provocation, quality, radiation, severity and
timing). These mnemonics can be extremely helpful when
students face their first clinical encounters, but do not help
experienced physicians. Use of these acronyms can in fact
slow down their practice.
CLT has particular relevance to medical education in the
clinical workplace because the tasks and professional activities
to be learned require the simultaneous integration of multiple
and varied sets of knowledge, skills, and behaviors at a specific
time and place. These activities possess high element
8

interactivity and therefore impose a cognitive load that may
surpass the WM capacity of the learner. A specific approach
when the learning tasks at hand are complex is to provide
scaffolds (worked examples are often recommended) and to
simplify tasks without de-contextualizing them (whole-task
approaches are often recommended). When a task is very
complex, peer collaboration has been recommended to
alleviate individual cognitive load (Schunk 2012). This may
imply that learners within a group would divide parts of the
task among themselves.
Based on CLT, instructional approaches that have been
proposed are whole-task approaches, the elaborate fourcomponent instructional design (4C/ID) approach that is
consistent with both CLT and System 1–System 2 theory and
numerous empirically derived instructional techniques. All
apply to what has been called ‘‘complex learning’’, i.e. the
learning of real life tasks that cannot easily be mastered and
require instruction and practice before they are mastered.

Whole-task training approaches
A major problem that particularly vocational and professional
education struggles with is transfer. Too often employers or
supervisors and students themselves complain that they as
graduates are not sufficiently prepared to act in the workplace,
despite educational programs that have covered all relevant
topics. Learners are said to be not able to transfer what has
been ‘‘learned’’ in school to what they must ‘‘do’’ at work
(Konkola et al. 2007). One reason for this is that the
educational programs decompose the real life tasks into
fragments that are taught at different moments in the curriculum. The acknowledged need to integrate the teaching of
similar topics (e.g. heart) from different disciplines (e.g.
physiology, pathology, pharmacology) and courses has led
to horizontally and vertically integrated curricula (O’Neill et al.
2000), but the whole-task approach goes a step further. To
understand the problem of fragmentation in terms of the WM,
transfer requires the retrieval and combination of too many
separate elements from the LTM. The WM simply cannot
combine all these elements and even more so under time and
other pressures of the working environment. The learner lacks
the bigger chunks, stored in the LTM, that constitute the
combinations of the required elements. Think of specific
declarative (what to do) and procedural (how to do it)
knowledge, together with psychomotor skill and with the right
attitude or context sensitivity that are all necessary to perform
the task in real life. Whole-task training approaches are holistic
in the sense that from the start all of these are combined and
resemble the real life situation.
Several innovations in medical education over the past
decades employ a whole task approach and may be successful
because of their effect on the regulation of WM processes.
Problem-based learning is such a holistic approach (Dolmans
et al. 2013), as are horizontal integration (Harden et al. 1984)
and vertical integration (Wijnen-Meijer et al. 2010). A recent
discussion about the risk of fragmentation of medical
competencies by applying a competency-based approach
(Grant 1999; Lurie et al. 2009) has led to the concept of
entrustable professional activities, a more holistic framework

Cognitive Load Theory

Table 1. Summary of the four components instructional design approach to medical education.

Component

Aims at

1. Learning tasks

2. Supportive information

Schema construction for non-recurrent
aspects of the whole task
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3. Procedural information

Schema automation for recurrent aspects
of the whole task
4. Part-task practice

for clinical training and assessment (ten Cate 2005; ten Cate &
Scheele 2007; Pangaro & ten Cate 2013). Curriculum designers
in medicine struggle with the requirements to include an ever
expanding knowledge base. The traditional and all too
common solution of granting many experts space so that
each may add small contributions leads to fragmentation and
transfer problems. Another example is the scheduling of short
clerkships, i.e. one or two or four weeks (Holmboe et al.
2011). As a reaction, longitudinal clerkships (up to one year)
are being proposed (Hirsh et al. 2012).
Lengthening clinical attachments to allow for time to digest
stimuli and establish coherence in the LTM is one way.
Another option is to narrow down clinical experiences to a
small domain, but intensify the work and responsibility in that
domain. It is remarkable how well junior students are able to
grasp enough of the ins and outs of those tasks to practice at a
high level in patient care (Chen et al. 2014).

The 4C/ID approach
An elaborate instructional model that fully aligns with CLT is
the 4C/ID approach to complex learning (van Merriënboer &
Kirschner 2013). The four components (see Table 1 for a
summary) focus on the specification of the following:
(1) A series of learning tasks. These should be holistic,
integrated tasks authentically resembling vocational or
professional practice. The series consists of tasks that
increase in complexity. If the task were a patient
consultation, the simple version would be a patient who
communicates well, with a single question, a clear disease
that requires a routine approach for diagnosis and
treatment and has excellent prognosis. The complex
case would be a patient with impaired communication
ability, with multiple seemingly unrelated signs and
symptoms, which requires elaborate investigations that
may end in differential critical diagnoses with difficult
treatment and suboptimal prognosis.
(2) Supportive information that is typically studied by
the learner before the task requires this information.
This information can be specific content information to

Instructional techniques
 Simple-to-complex sequencing of learning tasks based on authentic,
real-life tasks
 Variability of practice
 Decreasing support and guidance at each level of complexity
 Explain how to systematically approach tasks in the domain and how
the domain is organized
 Promote elaboration of new information through self-explanation,
questioning, group discussion, etc.
 Promote reflection through cognitive feedback

 Tell how to perform routine aspects of the task (how-to instructions)
 Promote the formation of automated schemas through providing just-intime instructions precisely when learners need them during whole-task
performance
 Promote learning of routines through corrective and immediate feedback
 Provide repetitive practice for selected routine aspects of the whole task

guide a thinking step (e.g. information about the adverse
effects of specific medications when anticipating a consultation of a known patient), as the information is not
(yet) present and retrievable from LTM. Supportive
information is relevant for the development of nonrecurrent aspects of a task (System 2) and can be seen as
scaffolding that should be reduced in the course of skill
acquisition at one particular level of complexity.
Supportive information usually has high element interactivity, which makes it less useful to be presented during
the task execution.
(3) Procedural information telling the trainee what to do,
step by step. It is relevant for the development of
recurrent aspects of a task (System 1). As it provides
little element interactivity, it can best be presented during
the task, exactly when the learner needs it. Procedural
information includes direct feedback information about
the task execution. A clinical supervisor could provide this
information.
(4) Part-task learning opportunities to rehearse and store
chunks in LTM that enable gearing at higher complexity
levels in subsequent tasks. One should be careful to apply
part-task rehearsals as they should not become standalone learning tasks, but in some cases, it is very helpful
to practice subtasks. In surgical specialties, suturing is
evidently a part-task that can be well practiced separately.
The 4C/ID approach has been elaborated into a 10-step
procedure in a book that provides many more details (van
Merriënboer and Kirschner 2013).

CLT-derived instructional techniques
CLT researchers have used their model of learning to generate
and test a number of instructional techniques aimed at
managing cognitive load (Sweller 2005; Plass et al. 2010;
Sweller et al. 2011; Sweller & van Merrienboer 2013).
Table 2 describes a number of these techniques and how
they might apply to medical education. The techniques are
organized by the four principal instruction strategies of
CLT: minimize extraneous load; manage intrinsic load when
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Decreasing
extraneous load

CLT strategy

Provide learner with a partially completed problem and ask them to
complete the missing steps

Two or more sources of information that
cannot be understood in isolation
are presented separately in space or
time. For example, a diagram and
text are unintelligible without the
other and presented on separate
pages

Present information in visual and auditory modalities rather than only one
modality. Working memory includes
two partially independent processors, the ‘‘visual-spatial sketchpad’’
and the ‘‘phonological loop’’. If all
information is presented in visual
modality, the visual system may
become overloaded. By off-loading
some information to the auditory
system, the load on the visual
system is reduced and learning may
be facilitated
For a long, complex statement that
includes a large number of novel,
interacting elements, the learner has
difficulty processing the statement in
working memory—spoken statements are transient. If the statement
is presented in written form, relevant
sections can be repeatedly reconsidered because written statements
remain permanently (physically)
available

Problem completion

Split-attention

Modalitya

Transient information

Provide learner with at least one demonstration of the problem solution
path rather than requiring the learner
to search for the solution themselves

Description

Worked example

CLT instructional
technique

Introduce pauses in the complex statement to reduce the number of interacting elements and facilitate easier
memorization. If auditory explanations accompany a long and complex animation of brain functioning, it
may be helpful to divide the animation into segments or allow for stop
and replay.

Auditory explanations (rather than written explanations on the screen)
accompany a digital animation of
how the lungs work. (Instructional
videos created by the Khan
Academy illustrate this principle)

Because copies of the lecture slides
have not been distributed, a resident
allocates almost all of her concentration to copying the content of the
projected slides rather than making
connections between the presented
information and her prior knowledge

Before a resident is asked to offer her
diagnosis and treatment recommendations for a complicated
patient, the resident is allowed to
first read the written history and
physical exam

When taking histories for the first time,
the student writes down key information elicited by the patient to help
remember

When practicing suturing, the student
listens to instructions on an audio
tape (rather than reading written
instructions) while practicing on the
pig’s foot

While studying the cardiovascular
system at home, a student reads a
textbook in which the diagram of the
heart’s anatomy occurs on a separate page from the text describing the
function of each anatomic structure

An intern reviews the progress notes of
their supervising resident to gain a
better understanding of the components of a good written
documentation
When doing chart reviews, the student
will first develop a differential diagnosis after reading the history and
physical exam but before reading
the assessment

During their first week of the Internal
Medicine clerkship, the student
observes an attending interview a
patient. The attending stops to
explain each step
 The student observes the surgery
until the end when asked to do the
final suturing
 The student is informed that a patient
is having angina and then is asked to
do a history and physical exam
 At the beginning of a year-long rotation, the students receive orientation
for activities they will not perform the
mid-point
 On the inpatient ward, the laboratory
values, medications administered
and the physician clinical documentation area each kept in separate
places
When receiving sign-out from another
resident on a patient in the ICU, the
laboratory data and trends are presented in graphical format while the
overall assessment is presented
verbally

In renal physiology, the instructor provides an example of how she calculated the anion-gap before asking
students to do so on their own
To help the trainee learn how to calculate the sensitivity and specificity of a
diagnostic test, the trainee is given a
worksheet of partially completed
problems

Self-directed

Workplace-based

Classroom-based

Application to medical education

Table 2. Applying CLT to medical education: Instructional techniques to manage cognitive load.
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Optimize germane
load

Manage intrinsic
load

A type of variability where different
versions of a task (A, B and C) are
practiced in a random
(ACBBCABAC) rather than blocked
order (AAA-BBB-CCC)

Learning is enhanced when the variability of the task/problem is
increased. This increases the
number of interacting elements
associated with the intrinsic cognitive load

Learners perform at a higher level when
asked to imagine a concept or procedure than those asked to study
the same concept or procedure.
Tends to apply to more expert
learners when they need to entrench
and automate schemata

Variability

Imagination

 For learning tasks that possess
exceptionally high levels of element
interactivity due to intrinsic cognitive
load, it may be preferable to reduce
the intrinsic cognitive load in the
early stages to avoid overload. This
is done by presenting only some of
the elements initially
 Strategies to help learners develop
‘‘chunks’’ of combined information
for parts of the task to relieve overall
load
Work from tasks with a low physical
fidelity (e.g paper-based patient
cases) to tasks with a higher physical
fidelity (e.g. scenarios using mannequins or standardized or real
patients)
Gradually increase the complexity
(number of interacting elements)

Information presented that not required
for learning, imposing extraneous
cognitive load

Contextual interference

Progress from simple
to complex

Progress from low- to
high-physical fidelity

Isolated elements

Redundancy

In a lecture on mindfulness, students
are led through a guided exercise

In a lecture on recognizing heart murmurs, the instructor first plays each
type (e.g. mitral valve regurgitation)
repeatedly and then plays them in
random order asking students to
indicate their answer via audience
response system
In a class on evidence-based medicine,
the students are asked to critique
the internal validity of different types
of studies (RCT, observational and
meta-analysis) of varying quality

Problem-based learning curricula progress from simple to more complex
paper cases in which the presentation is not typical and the diagnosis
is less clear

Students are expected to work through
a paper-case with increased time
pressure

A diagram illustrating electrical conduction in the heart may not need a
statement describing the flow of
impulses.
The Krebs cycle is taught in stages.

In practicing a case presentation, the
student may first practice privately
and then practice in front of a peer or
friend more casually and then practice simulating the actual setting

Students learn how to interview patients
by observing, practicing with standardized patients, interacting with
real patients with direct supervision,
interacting with real patients with
asynchronous supervision
As residents master their clinical skills,
they are allowed to treat increasingly
complex patients with more autonomy. This may include treating
patients with higher acuity, more comorbidities, higher-risk treatments,
and/or less than expected response
A student first learns how to treat
depression in a specialized depression clinic where all patients have
already been diagnosed with
depression and then rotates in a
clinic where patients present without
a diagnosis
For clinical training for a given common
disease, the program ensures
exposure to variable presentation,
age, gender, setting, co-morbid
medical diagnoses of a given disease and exposes the resident to
patients with similar symptoms who
do not have the disease
The attending asks the resident to
imagine each step of a lumbar
puncture before practicing the
procedure

(continued )

The student repeatedly visualizes herself
doing the entire physical exam

The resident decides to moonlight at a
clinic with a very different patient
population than his training program

In studying for a licensing exam, the
student first does practice questions
on a given topic and then takes
practice tests in which all topics are
covered

While preparing for a licensing exam,
the trainee starts with easier problems before progressing to more
difficult problems

With a goal of learning how to critically
appraise an article, the trainee first
studies the criteria for internal validity
before focusing on the criteria for
external validity

Students’ text on their smart phones
about social plans during lecture

Students learn how to take a history and
how to perform a physical exam
separately before being asked to do
a full history and physical

Interruptions such as a pager beeping
while learning how to place an
indwelling catheter
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Addressing expertise-reversal
effect

CLT strategy
Ask learners to self-explain the concept
or learning task

As expertise increases, instructional
techniques such as progressive
completion or worked examples are
not effective or even decrease performance by experts
Learning is improved when guidance is
initially provided and then decreases
as learner expertise increases

Auditory, picture and text content is not
presented in an integrated format

Replace a uniform series of dual-mode
presentations with a two-stage
series of dual-mode presentations
followed by single-mode presentations, which eliminate the auditory
information

Progressive
completion

Fading guidance

Integrated to
non-integrated

Dual- to single-modality

Description

Self-explanation

CLT instructional
technique

The classroom instructor or clinic
attending illustrates a new surgical
procedure to medical students by
presenting integrated pictures and
text, but only uses the pictures for
experienced surgeons
The classroom instructor of the clinic
attending give students spoken
explanations when they study a
computer animation of the working
of the digestive tract, but switch off
the sound for more experienced
students

For students learning to diagnose malfunctions in the human cardiovascular system, present an animation
of how the heart works and provide
prompts that ask them to selfexplain the underlying mechanisms
In a continuing medical education class
on managing depression for psychiatrists, the instructor presents the
case and asks for attendees to
present their impressions without
any kind of template
Worked example followed by completion problems followed by problem
solving

Classroom-based

Table 2. Continued

A researcher critically appraises an article in her area of expertise without a
template that prompts each internal
validity criteria

More advanced trainees are allowed to
begin the process of admitting a
patient before discussing with an
attending

An advanced resident decides to
moonlight at a hospital where she
will function as an independent
physician

While reading a journal article, the
trainee stops after each section and
tries to summarize the key points to
herself

Before educating a patient on the risks
of a given treatment, the resident
self-explains the risks to himself

When learning how to do a lumbar
puncture, first provide the trainee
with step-by-step instructions and
feedback, then only provide them
with feedback, and finally provide no
guidance at all

Self-directed

Workplace-based

Application to medical education
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necessary; optimize germane load; and address the expertisereversal effect. Examples are given for each of these strategies
for three different types of instructional settings: class-room,
workplace and self-directed learning. Most of these instructional techniques have been empirically tested and proved to
be effective in multiple studies.
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curriculum development: The SPICES model. Med Educ 18:284–297.
Hirsh D, Walters L, Poncelet AN. 2012. Better learning, better doctors,
better delivery system: Possibilities from a case study of longitudinal
integrated clerkships. Med Teach 34:548–554.
Holmboe E, Ginsburg S, Bernabeo E. 2011. The rotational approach to
medical education: Time to confront our assumptions? Med Educ 45:
69–80.

CLT builds upon a cognitive architecture that includes a model
of human memory (sensory, working, and long-term) and
assumptions about how learning occurs (schemata construction that is refined in WM and may then be encoded and
automated in LTM via conscious practice). The theory draws
attention to how WM, with its limited capacity, represents a
‘‘bottleneck’’ in the formation of LTM (or learning). Therefore,
it focuses on strategies to optimize WM. CLT has identified
three types of cognitive load that impact WM: extraneous,
intrinsic and germane. Instructional techniques derived from
CLT focus on reducing extraneous load. If the task demands
still exceed the learners WM, then the intrinsic load should be
reduced (by, e.g. simplification of the whole-task or, if
necessary, starting with part-tasks). As the extraneous load is
minimized and the intrinsic load is titrated to the developmental stage of the learner, instructional techniques must also
seek to ensure that learners use the freed up WM capacity for
learning by increasing germane load. A number of instructional techniques have been developed and empirically tested.
Importantly, as learners’ progress, curricula must also attend to
the expertise-reversal effect.
CLT offers a framework and a rich set of tools with which to
design instruction. Its application to medical education is
relatively new. Future research will need to identify which
instructional techniques are most effective at managing cognitive load in the setting of medical education and how these
techniques interact with the developmental stage of the
trainee. Future research will also need to determine how
best to simplify and sequence ‘‘whole-tasks’’ for the early
learner and then how to address the expertise-reversal effect
for the more advanced learner. Developing valid methods for
measuring cognitive load and its components will be critical to
testing both the applicability of the theory and the efficacy of
techniques derived from the theory.
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